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January 2014 Newsletter

by Lilian Mustelier

So….I was just resting…. I think the proper word is hibernating….. and I smelled something. I opened my eyes…slowly and spotted these
awesome cup cakes. Had never seen any this color: Just as I was diving for the ones with the sprinkles I noticed something else. It was the Lady
of the House, Lilian, sitting in her chair and next to that was her cat just waiting for me to make a wrong move.
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Cup Cake Creation by Iliana Gonzales, age 3

Wasn’t my fault my normal winter activity was interrupted, I came in with a log of firewood. Really thought I had found a perfect resting place, under
the big Pine-tree, nice and dry under a piece of plastic. But here I am!

Cat jumps up, almost confused to see me and Lilian takes a double look before deciding not to kill me. She believes in signs and omens and for a
second I thought she may have taken me for such. She watches me carefully as to see what I intend to do or how long I plan on staying. I should
add that was 4 days ago, so I guess by now she has realized I am not leaving.

I use the hair on my body to smell, that is how I found the cup cakes.

My compound eyes are some of the most complex of the insect world, allowing me to see a significant radius around my body. This makes it
difficult to surprise me or swat me dead.

I heard it said Lilian could hear me coming down the hallway and catch me with her bare hand.
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Pic by Orcan

December appears to be a busy month, phone keeps ringing, Skype keeps going, which is fine with me, I can listen from a distance, it is safe for
me when Lilian talks on those devices, can nobody accidentally swat me from there and the cat it too busy snuggling to Lilian, heard she, Cat, had
been hiding in the glass room for months acting all anti-sociable since the neighborhood drone scarred her.. All better now, she is glued to Lilian
and makes it hard for her to write. Great conversations these two have, Lilian talks and Cat just listens, an occasional answers, what else can she
do, after being stubborn for so long. Let me give you an example:

Lilian: I can’t believe these people refuse to extend Unemployment to people. What are they going to do? I know of a working poor
mother with two children, there is no food in the house.

Cat: Miiiiowww.

Lilian: Because they cut food-stamps. What kind of question is that? I told you food-stamps were separated from the Farm Bill.

Cat: Miow, Miow.

Lilian: Yes, they finally passed a 2-year budget, except that has nothing to do with anything benefiting the poor. It is criminal how
many people are homeless and hungry, to no fault of their own. They have jobs, just not enough income to support themselves and
their family.

Cat: Miiiow.

Lilian: I know….but how are people going to pay their heating bills? A storm crippled 35, repeat… thirty-fife states. There is little or
no snow in Siberia, yet, it snows in Egypt. The sun is flipping, heavens only knows what that will do and there are problems on the
Space Station, even though they were fixed…scary thought.

Cat: Miow, Miow, MIIIOW.

Lilian: The community Dinner was wonderful, many people had a good meal, there were toys for the kids, Jazz, haircuts, new books
and cloth and in case you were wondering everyone was happy and no one demanded a new tablet to read their books on.

Cat: Miow.

Lilian: My book… Nuff Said… is done and on line for free download for those which are lucky and have a tablet. And yes, I thank
you for your patience.

Download “Nuff Said” Book

Cat: Miow, MIIIIIOOOOOW, Miow.

Lilian: Things did improve a little, racial and class hatred has been to a minimum in December because people were so busy going
shopping. In fact even the shooting slowed down a bit.

Cat: sneeze, sneeze…miow.

The series TREME came to an end, that was sad. Suppose some could have watched it for 5 more years. It was good to follow the process of
recovery from Katrina, if only in a TV Show. So little is said about the still existing struggle of the people of New Orleans.

While channel surfing Lilian ran into a program: Gypsey Sisters and yelled at the TV for quite a while. Gypsy people are wonderful, moral and
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spiritual, not what is portrait in the show, one has to have a primitive mind to want to watch something like that.

I remember before I went into chlorination I had a conversation with a fruit-fly, she alerted me to the deadly lights in Human Dwellings. She said the
round bulbs in the lamps are very hot and if I ever get caught in their space it will fry me and that is the end of my life. The coil-looking ones are
bright but not hot. If I park myself there I can last maybe 10 minutes before it becomes a little warm. I stay away from lights the best I can, but it
makes it hard to see what is going on on the other end of the room. I am keeping my distance so I won’t accidentally get swat.

The holidays have come and gone and Lilian brought home a new device. It is a round metal object with a blue and green globe in the middle. It is
amazing. It gives off light and glows in the dark. Best of all….It allows me to see and I can sit on the cool surface without being noticed. Not even
by CAT. On the table, on which it sits is a paper. On the paper it has the precitions from 2013. They read as follows:

Country has to remain feminine, because it is highlighted by a greater number of suicides, robberies,  murders, etc.1. 
It represents sadness, grief, bad spiritual experiences, uncontrollable fear and slander. We have to balance the yin and the yang.
We have to go beyond the material to deepen the crystalline and limpid waters to reach high values.

2. 

Changes in Capricorn and in Virgo. Venus and Saturn acting in close relationships. In sum the trilogy of a united Earth.3. 
Do not let stubbornness blind you. Do not covert more than you deserve. Danger of envy, corruption, fraudulent contracts,
blackmail and extortion.

4. 

You are in a less comfortable position. It will demand resources that may not be practical or evolved as an exchange – like a
barter or payment in kind or so on.

5. 

Unhealthy jealousy. Accident with cutting items. Surgery and operations. Sadness and sorrow. On commercial and industrial
levels.

6. 

Since the planet Venus governs the Bull, you will encounter some gentleness in upcoming agreeable times. The Bull appears
ready to charge.

7. 

Truth cannot be hidden or detained. Ignorance and foolishness of the hangman. You are stopping what needs to naturally evolve
wanting to find other sources of destinies.

8. 

Chances for change. Aries, Leo, Sagittarius.9. 
Self-examination, communication difficulties. check up should be recommended however small by specialists. Recovery and
improvement from state to state that will happen in time.

10. 

Lose your house.11. 
Characteristics of a leader that can take in any activity. Effort will be noticed but you need the power of decision.12. 
Someone wants something that belongs to us, creditors,  Caution!13. 

It is amazing just how much of this really came to pass. I, of course was not around for all of that and won’t be around for 2014, but what is certain
is that chances are a lot of the predictions for 2014 will also transpire. Rather than changing what is unpleasant and a warning will be ignored and
guess what!…… It will play out exactly how I am reading it on the paper all laid out in front of me. To remind you, I eyesight is something to brag
about. So here is 2014. Take heed!

She exists in no time, no space- yet she still exists. Stagnation, hunger and poverty. Timelessness, aimlessness- not knowing
where to park your bones.

1. 

Search for perfect balance of strength, failure in thoughts, determination, unreal dreams & fantasies; a slightly unethical or
immoral triumph, failure at different things at different levels.

2. 

Male energy, we will cease to think with the right head, logical, April/May- Republican, ferociously against female control of their
own reproduction, female castration, control and ownership of the female population, taking away of rights, control of
reproductive capacity.

3. 

Success can bring loneliness, perhaps you should sleep alone. Profits- the goat always reaches the top of the mountain. You
have not learned the lessons of Saturn- a severe but fair judge. With surprise on your face, you can fall as quickly as you rose.

4. 

Possibility of being abandoned- a moment of desperation, you need to ask for relief or help.5. 
A woman who expresses an opinion without arrogance or aggressiveness. Aware of hidden knowledge- she’s done her research
in planning.

6. 

This is your final destination- will come to water on other lands- related to that element.7. 
Apparent inactivity, during which time, you have to save energy & counteract the logical behavior at the beginning of the year.8. 
Celebrations, dances and processions.9. 
You may have changed your time & go back to the present, which will change what you said before. Be careful- a single face has
a thousand masks.

10. 

New person in leadership position & authority, protects you from danger & inconveniences. Uproar in religious systems. Diverse
campaigns will have repercussions, cause reactions at different levels & within different contexts.

11. 

Practical jokes which are not funny- do not be the joker and try not to be the victim. Obstacles in studies, in minerals, lack of
fertilizer, droughts, fault movements, ill cattle, lost crops, etc.

12. 

Would love to hang out and see how the Olympics play out, what I mean is the whole gay controversy, but that is so far beyond my life time.

Not spring yet…I can only be active in daytime, I would only have been seen for a few days hanging out at night in barns, looking for ceiling fans
wondering how instead of hibernating I survived the winter, instead of having spend this time visiting Lilian and her cat.

The living room table now displays a big box of Almond Rocca, the box of Candy from the fridge, her son had bought for her. She had hidden it in
the Fridge for a special occasion. She sat there, reminisced about times gone by. Wish I could stay longer…. but I only live 30 days, till then I
remain….the fly on the wall.

Love and Light
Lilian

PS. Come along on a trip in NAZHONI across our great land.
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